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in complex interval arithmetic, which has been implemented in the Arb library [4]. This implementation was designed to achieve the following goals: W(z) is only a constant factor more expensive to compute than elementary functions like log(z) or exp(z). For rapid, rigorous computation of elementary functions in
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Attention Submitters: The submission interface will be unavailable due to maintenance for ~2 hours starting 04:00 ET (09:00 UTC) on Thursday, January 18, 2018.
[1705.03266] Computing the Lambert W function in ... - arXiv
Download PDF Abstract: We present the library Moore, which implements Interval Arithmetic in modern C++. This library is based on a new feature in the C++ language called concepts, which reduces the problems caused by template meta programming, and leads to a new approach for implementing interval
arithmetic libraries in C++.
[1611.09567] Moore: Interval Arithmetic in Modern C++
Donate to arXiv. Please join the ... Mathematics > Number Theory. arXiv:2007.11861 (math) ... Abstract: Interval exchange transformations are typically uniquely ergodic maps and therefore have uniformly distributed orbits. Their degree of uniformity can be measured in terms of the star-discrepancy. Few
examples of interval exchange ...
Discrepancy Properties and Conjugacy Classes of Interval ...
[9] F. Johansson. Computing the Lambert W function in arbitrary-precision complex interval arithmetic. arXivpreprintarXiv:1705.03266, 2017. [10] F. Johansson. mpmath: a Python library for arbitrary-precision ﬂoating-point arith-metic, 2017. Version 1.0. [11] F. Johansson. Numerical integration in arbitrary-precision
ball arithmetic. arXiv
ComputingStieltjesconstantsusingcomplexintegration - arXiv
In mathematics, a (real) interval is a set of real numbers that contains all real numbers lying between any two numbers of the set. For example, the set of numbers x satisfying 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 is an interval which contains 0, 1 and all numbers in between. Other examples of intervals are the set of numbers such that 0 < x
< 1, the set of all of real numbers , the set of nonnegative real numbers ...
Interval (mathematics) - Wikipedia
Computing the Lambert W function in arbitrary-precision complex interval arithmetic Numerical Algorithms, 2019 (to appear). [ arXiv ] [ HAL ] [ DOI ] Nemo/Hecke: computer algebra and number theory packages for the Julia programming language With Claus Fieker , William Hart and Tommy Hofmann .
Fredrik Johansson's website
Solving a system of nonlinear inequalities is an important problem for which conventional numerical analysis has no satisfactory method. With a box-consistency algorithm one can compute a cover for the solution set to arbitrarily close approximation. Because of difficulties in the use of propagation for complex
arithmetic expressions, box consistency is computed with interval arithmetic.
Using Propagation for Solving Complex Arithmetic ...
Computing the Lambert W function in arbitrary-precision complex interval arithmetic, arXiv preprint arXiv:1705.03266, (2017). F. Johansson, mpmath: a Python library for arbitrary-precision floating-point arithmetic, (2017). Version 1.0. F. Johansson, Numerical integration in arbitrary-precision ball arithmetic,
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Background. Today, the interval arithmetic technology which wis made bi Sunaga & R. Moore is usit i many areas includin validatit numerics.But unfortunately, interval arithmetic is useless whan numerical computation is repeatit many times.Therefore, many experts have studiit hou tae overcome this weakness.
Affine arithmetic - Wikipedia
ArXiv We describe algorithms to compute elliptic functions and their relatives (Jacobi theta functions, modular forms, elliptic integrals, and the arithmetic-geometric mean) numerically to arbitrary precision with rigorous error bounds for arbitrary complex variables. Implementations in ball arithmetic are available in
the open source Arb library.
[PDF] Numerical Evaluation of Elliptic Functions, Elliptic ...
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Computing the Lambert W function in arbitrary-precision ...
By employing interval arithmetic and utilizing the interval extensions f (X) and f (1) (X) of, respectively, f (x) and its derivative, the theory Th DK of real differentiation arithmetic can be ...
(PDF) Interval Mathematics: Foundations, Algebraic ...
It is therefore not surprising that complex interval arithmetic is similar to, but not the same as, ordinary complex arithmetic. It can be shown that, as it is the case with real interval arithmetic, there is no distributivity between addition and multiplication of complex interval numbers except for certain special cases,
and inverse elements do not always exist for complex interval numbers. [4]
Interval arithmetic - Wikipedia
Arb is a C library for arbitrary-precision interval arithmetic using the midpoint-radius representation, also known as ball arithmetic. It supports real and complex numbers, polynomials, power series, matrices, and evaluation of many special functions.
Arb: Efficient Arbitrary-Precision Midpoint-Radius ...
Background. Today, the interval arithmetic technology which was made by Sunaga and R. Moore is used in many areas including validated numerics.But unfortunately, interval arithmetic is useless when numerical computation is repeated many times.Therefore, many experts have studied how to overcome this
weakness.
Affine arithmetic - Simple English Wikipedia, the free ...
The operations in interval spaces are defined by means of semimorphisms. The final chapter shows how to embed the five basic data types (integer, real, complex, real interval, and complex interval) together with the arithmetic operations that are defined for all of these types into existing higher programming
languages. This book will be ...
Computer Arithmetic in Theory and Practice - 1st Edition
R. P. Brent. 2016. On asymptotic approximations to the log-Gamma and Riemann-Siegel theta functions. arXiv preprint arXiv:1609.03682 (2016). Google Scholar; R. P. Brent and D. Harvey. 2013. Fast computation of Bernoulli, tangent and secant numbers. In Computational and Analytical Mathematics. Springer,
127--142. Google Scholar
Computing Hypergeometric Functions Rigorously | ACM ...
We introduce a neural network inspired by Google’s Inception model to compute the Hodge number h1,1 of complete intersection Calabi-Yau (CICY) 3-folds. This architecture improves largely the accuracy of the predictions over existing results, giving already 97\\char37 of accuracy with just 30\\char37 of the data
for training. Moreover, accuracy climbs to 99\\char37 when using 80\\char37 of ...
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